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Here is Jeromy’s TEDx Talk: “Wireless Wake-up Call”




			
Welcome. My name is Jeromy Johnson. I have a master's degree in engineering and had a successful career in Silicon Valley before I began to experience negative health effects from wireless technology and electrical pollution.


This website provides you with a comprehensive blueprint to solve almost any electromagnetic (EMF) problem. It is the only EMF resource on the internet created by an electrically sensitive engineer that has over a decade of experience working directly with thousands of clients.

Read My Story



		

Join 21,000+ Subscribers for My EMF Updates




 



















	
		
		
		
		
	
















			
This is the resource I wish had been available to me when I first started learning about the EMF topic. With this book, you will quickly learn how to find and create a home that is healthy for you and your family.

Learn More



		

	Expert EMF Testing and Consulting Services


My expert EMF testing and consulting services provide comprehensive and personalized solutions for EMF radiation protection. As an experienced engineer, I will oversee a thorough assessment of your environment to identify all potential sources of EMF pollution. I will then provide you with practical and effective EMF protection solutions that have been proven to work.

My services are backed by over a decade of experience in working directly with families and individuals with electrical sensitivity. I understand the importance of EMF pollution protection and I’m dedicated to helping you achieve a safe and healthy living space. My testing and consulting services will be tailored to your specific needs, ensuring that you receive the most effective EMF protection solutions possible.

Schedule a consultation today and take the first step toward reducing your exposure to harmful EMF radiation.


Get In Touch



Watch Jeromy’s EMF Conference Presentation:




Learn What EMF Meters I Recommend

			

EMF Meter Guide


		

Discover My Favorite EMF Protection Products

			

Jeromy's Picks


		

Create an EMF Sleep Sanctuary



Learn how bed canopies can create EMF sleep sanctuaries for your family.


EMF Bed Canopy
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